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Poultry
Whole birds are down. Jumbo breasts were down. Medium breasts
and small breasts are flat. Wings were steady but still sought after.
Tenders were steady and quarters saw an increase.

Beef
Values may have seasonally topped last week as the chuck,
loin, and round primals pulled back. The rib primal continues to
hold firm but a pull‐back still is expected in the next week or
so. Lower pricing will pop up for the current week and
December 14th delivery. Currently, packers are harvesting
large numbers to meet rib, tender, and end cut orders.

Pork
Bone‐in butts are plentiful and seems they have hit the floor.
Boneless butts are still at a premium due to the shortage of labor in
the plants. Loins are showing weakness and will continue as long as
retail demand stays stagnant. There’s no reprieve on ribs as they
continue to be in short supply. Green meats will be weak going into
next week, with additional freezer inventory in stock.

Grains / Oil
While the market moved a little lower last week for soybean oil, the
market is clearly trending higher. We have seen prices move much
higher in recent weeks, and we could be trading in the 40‐cent range by
the new year. Canola and palm are higher.

Dairy
The natural cheese market declined last week, however, processed cheese
stabilized, trending slightly upward. The butter market increased $0.04/lb from
the previous week. All white shell eggs decreased $‐0.13, except small white
eggs, which decreased $‐0.05. All brown shell eggs stayed flat.

Vegetable Oil
There is a global shortage of vegetable
oils causing increases in most oil varieties.

Seafood
Seafood
Domestic brown shrimp and small size peeled shrimp supply will remain
short until the summer of 2021 due to poor harvest. Supply of processed
catfish remains tight as suppliers compete for labor.

The brown headless and the small PUDs
supplies will remain tight until the
summer of 2021.
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Asparagus
Market expected to firm up as Mexico starts
to wind down in Baja. Peru supplies are
steady but will start to ship West and
supplement lower volume expected through
December. Quality reported as good.
Avocados
Mexico continues with a strong harvest and
good availability on all sizes. Good quality
and maturity.
Green Beans ‐ Alert
Florida supplies remain very light, and quality
good. Mexico supplies moderate with good
quality. Cooler temps could slow production.
Broccoli ‐ Alert
Market is active once again on broccoli.
Growth has been stunted by colder weather.

Hot House
Colored peppers remain short in supply
as some crops wind down.
Corn
Florida supplies expected to be tight
through December. The market is very
strong. Mexico supplies moderate with
good quality.
Mushrooms
Due to strong demand coupled by
several crop failures on all varieties of
mushroom, expect to see limited
supplies from now till the end of the
year.

Mixed Berries
Mix berries are all in good supply as production ramps up in Mexico
with other regions continuing to produce as well.
Strawberries
Strawberries continue to adjust as more growing regions get started
up. Florida is now in production along with CA and MX.
Cauliflower ‐ Alert
Market is active once again on cauliflower. Growth has been stunted
by colder weather. Expect markets to be active for the next 7‐10
days.
Lemons / Limes
Lemons‐Demand is steady. Supplies are good on most sizes and
grades except for large fancy, which is limited. Quality is good.
Limes‐
New crop sizing heavy to 200‐230 size now. Large sizes 110‐175 are
old crop, with light color and thin skinned. Smaller sizes 200‐250 size
are new crop, with darker color and thicker skinned. Cooler temps
expected this weekend and could impact harvesting.
Oranges
Demand has improved. Supplies are good and quality is good. Fruit is
peaking on fancy grade mid sizes. Prices are adjusting across the
board.
Leaf and Lettuce
Markets have finally improved and are seeing relief on green leaf
and iceberg, romaine and romaine hearts. There is not an
overabundance of supply, but due to the lower overall demand,
markets are expected to continue to remain unsettled. Iceberg:
Quality is fair to good with occasional epidermal peel and blister
slowly becoming more visible in Palletized. Occasional seeder and,
bottom rot, and misshape as well. Leaf: Good quality, occasional
inconsistent sizing and excessive dirt. Romaine: Quality is fair to
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Mexico green bell supply and quality are good. Red and yellow bells
are very limited and will remain tight for the next 2‐3 weeks.
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Tomato
Markets continue to improve on round and romas except for XL fruit
which remains tight. Grapes and cherries are steady. Demand is
steady, and quality varies.

